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Abstrat. Many indutive systems, inluding ILP systems, learn from

a knowledge base that is strutured around examples. In pratial sit-

uations this example-entered representation an ause a lot of redun-

dany. For instane, when learning from episodes (e.g. from games), the

knowledge base ontains onseutive states of a world. Eah state is usu-

ally desribed ompletely even though onseutive states may di�er only

slightly. Similar redundanies our when the knowledge base stores ex-

amples that share ommon strutures (e.g. when representing omplex

objets as mahines or moleules). These two types of redundanies an

plae a heavy burden on memory resoures. In this paper we propose a

method for representing knowledge bases in a more eÆient way. This

is aomplished by building a graph that impliitly de�nes examples in

terms of other strutures. We evaluate our method in the ontext of

learning a Go heuristi.

1 Introdution

Indutive logi programming is onerned with the indution of new knowledge

(hypotheses) from a given knowledge base. This knowledge base is in pratie

often strutured around the notion of examples. The aim of this paper is to �nd a

ompat representation for these examples. We start by listing some motivating

appliations.

1. The task in relational reinforement learning [7℄ is to learn a relationship

between the strutural desription of a state and the optimal ation for that

state. A typial knowledge base will ontain a number of episodes, sequenes

of states in whih eah state an be reahed from the previous one by taking

a ertain ation. Storing eah state independently in the knowledge base

onsumes a lot of memory. An alternative is to store only the initial state

together with a sequene of ations. Conseutive states an be onstruted

by the ILP system when needed (by exeuting the orresponding ation from

the previous state) and disarded afterwards.

2. When learning to play a ertain game (e.g. Chess or Go [18℄), the knowledge

base will onsist of a number of played games (generated by an expert human



player or by a searh algorithm). Eah game is represented by a number of

(onseutive) board states and moves. The same ompat representation as

desribed in the previous example an be used.

3. In some appliations the examples are omplex objets that an be deom-

posed in elementary strutures. For instane mahines built of various parts,

state desriptions of a dungeon game where one an meet several monsters

and own di�erent types of weapons, or moleules that ontain several fun-

tional groups. Representing examples independently in these ases will ause

redundany. This redundany an be avoided by representing examples im-

pliitly as a ombination of their elementary strutures.

4. Many tasks onsist of lassifying an individual element in a sequene based on

its loal ontext. Consider for instane protein seondary struture predition

[17℄, part of speeh tagging [5℄ or user modeling [14℄. Conseutive examples

in this kind of knowledge bases are similar beause the neighborhood of

adjaent positions is similar. A ompat representation is possible by de�ning

a window for eah example instead of expliitly storing the neighborhood.

As an be seen from the examples above, we need a formalism to represent

individual examples in terms of previous examples (i.e. by using ations or, more

generally, di�erene information) and in terms of elementary strutures. We will

introdue suh a formalism in this paper.

Note that it is also possible to represent the set of examples more ompatly

in an ILP system by de�ning bakground knowledge B. For example, one ould

de�ne di�erent mahine parts in B or one ould represent state information

impliitly using prediates de�ned in B. However, using this approah B must

be rede�ned for eah spei� appliation. In this paper we propose a more general

approah.

Using bakground knowledge for de�ning examples has two other disadvan-

tages. (1) The ILP system must be able to load B in main memory. If we use B

to store parts of the example desriptions (e.g. mahine parts), then this puts a

bound on the number of examples that the ILP system an use. (2) When using

impliit state desriptions, the time for aessing a single example (state s

i

) will

depend on the number of previous states (we have to iterate over all previous

states to obtain the de�nition of s

i

). This means that the omputational om-

plexity of querying all examples (in random order) will be at least quadrati in

the number of examples.

Salability to large knowledge bases is obtained in pratial ILP systems

either (1) by onneting the ILP system to an external database management

system (DBMS) [1, 15, 13℄ or (2) by using independent examples that an be

loaded one by one, i.e. the Learning from Interpretations setting [3℄ in whih

eah example is de�ned as a small relational database (typially implemented

as a set of fats, i.e. an interpretation). The bene�t of (2) over (1) is that (1)

must rely for eÆieny on the ahing mehanism provided by the DBMS whih

laks information about the spei� way in whih the ILP system will aess the

examples. In (2) this information is made expliit by ombining all data relevant

to a single example in an interpretation. This makes retrieving a single example



very eÆient. The drawbak of (2) is that examples have to be independent

whih means that ompat representation (by de�ning examples in terms of other

strutures) is impossible. The framework presented in this paper extends the

Learning from Interpretations setting by allowing dependent examples without

sari�ing salability.

The remainder of the paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we introdue

a formalism (the knowledge base graph or KBG) whih enables us to represent

examples in terms of other strutures. In Setion 3 we illustrate how the KBG

an be desribed in Prolog. We disuss how an ILP algorithm an query the

examples de�ned by the KBG eÆiently in Setion 4. Setion 5 presents pre-

liminary experiments evaluating our method in the ontext of learning a Go

heuristi. In Setion 6 we state the onlusions.

2 Knowledge Base Graph

In this setion we propose the knowledge base graph or KBG as a formalism

for representing examples in terms of other strutures. We start by de�ning the

KBG formally. After that we show that the KBG an be used to ompatly

represent eah type of knowledge base mentioned in the introdution.

2.1 Hypergraphs

As the KBG is in fat a direted hypergraph, we would like to �rst briey re-

view direted hypergraphs. Direted hypergraphs are a generalization of normal

graphs beause they ontain hyperedges whih are able to express many-to-one

relations (normal graph edges only relate two nodes).

De�nition 1. A direted hypergraph H is a pair (N; E) where N is a set of

nodes and E is a set of hyperedges. Eah hyperedge � is a tuple (n

1

; : : : ; n

k

; n)

from a set soure(�) = fn

1

; : : : ; n

k

g � N (soure set) to a single node n 2 N

(target node).

Hypergraphs (See [11℄ for a disussion) are widely used in operations re-

searh and omputer siene (e.g. to model funtional dependenies in relational

databases, to model assembly plans and to represent Horn lauses, impliations

and and-or graphs). Hypergraphs are also used in knowledge representation [8℄

and [19℄ uses the hypergraph representation to parallelize a Knowledge Disovery

System that embeds an ILP engine.

2.2 Struture

TheKBG is a direted hypergraph with two sets of nodes: expliit nodesN

E

and

impliit nodesN

I

. The expliit nodes store information from some domainD. We

refer to the elements of D as \elementary strutures" or \objets". In pratie,

elementary strutures an be sets of fats, partial logi programs (sequenes of

lauses), terms [10℄, or appliation spei� objets (Setion 5).
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Fig. 1. Graphial representation of Di� and Comb hyperedges.

The impliit nodes do not store objets. However it is possible to ompute

an objet assoiated with eah impliit node. Computing this objet is alled

expliitating the node. More formally, we de�ne a funtion expl (expliitate)

that maps eah node to an objet o 2 D. For expliit nodes expl retrieves the

objet stored in the node. For impliit nodes, expl is de�ned (impliitly) by the

hyperedges of the KBG.

De�nition 2. A di�erene hyperedge Di� is a tuple Di�

�

(n

1

; n

2

) with n

1

2

N

E

[ N

I

and n

2

2 N

I

. We have Di�

�

(n

1

; n

2

) i� expl(n

2

) an be derived from

expl(n

1

) by applying di�erene information �.

Eah di�erene hyperedge Di� stores some information � that desribes how

expl(n

2

) an be derived from expl(n

1

). In the ontext of games for example,

� ould state that a partiular piee is plaed on the board. We represent a

di�erene hyperedge graphially as shown in Figure 1.

De�nition 3. A ombine hyperedge Comb is a tuple Comb(n

1

; n

2

; n

3

) with

n

1

; n

2

2 N

E

[ N

I

and n

3

2 N

I

. We have Comb(n

1

; n

2

; n

3

) i� expl(n

3

) an

be obtained by ombining expl(n

1

) and expl(n

2

).

The e�et of ombining expl(n

1

) and expl(n

2

) has to be de�ned for eah

spei� hoie of D. For example, if the objets are sets of fats, then the natural

implementation for ombining objets would be to take the union of these sets.

We represent Comb hyperedges graphially as shown in Figure 1.

In this paper we onsider only Di� and Comb hyperedges. However, the

KBG an be extended by de�ning more types of hyperedges. Note that Comb

hyperedges an also be extended to hyperedges that ombine more than two

nodes.

De�nition 4. The example nodes E

N

� N

E

[ N

I

are the nodes of interest to

the ILP system. The examples E

o

are the objets assoiated with the example

nodes (E

o

= fexpl(n) j n 2 E

N

g).

2.3 Examples

In this setion we show how some example knowledge bases an be represented

using a KBG.

1. The Learning from Interpretations setting orresponds to the trivial form of

the KBG when N

E

= E

N

, N

I

= ;, E = ;. In this ase all examples are

represented expliitly (i.e. there is no sharing).



2. Bakground knowledge B an be viewed as a node n

B

that is ombined

with example desriptions ed

i

2 ED (e.g. expliit nodes that store sets of

fats) to form example nodes e

i

2 E

N

(N

E

= fn

B

g [ ED, N

I

= E

N

,

E = fComb(ed

i

; n

B

; e

i

) j ed

i

2 ED; e

i

2 E

N

g).

3. When learning from episodes (e.g. in game play), we have one initial state

for eah episode i. Initial states s

i;0

are represented in the KBG as expliit

nodes (expl(n

i;0

) = s

i;0

; n

i;0

2 N

E

). Conseutive states s

i;j

are not stored

expliitly and hene orrespond to impliit nodes (expl(n

i;j

) = s

i;j

; n

i;j

2

N

I

). Di� hyperedges are used to desribe the di�erene between s

i;j

and

s

i;j+1

. In this setting, the KBG is a set of sequenes.

4. Sometimes a state an have several suessors. This is useful for representing

a number of possible ations in a state. In the ontext of games, a game

subtree an be represented in this way. This is useful for learning from alpha-

beta searh trees (Setion 5) or from games that allow variations. In this

setting, the KBG is a set of trees.

5. It is also possible that some states an be reahed with di�erent sequenes

of moves/ations. If this happens, then the KBG will be a direted ayli

graph.

6. If examples share ommon substrutures then we an use Comb hyperedges.

For the mahines example it seems natural to have one (expliit) node for

eah part. Eah example orresponds to an impliit node (a mahine) that

an be obtained by ombining the di�erent parts. Knowledge bases that store

moleules or sequenes an be represented in a similar way.

7. Comb hyperedges an also be used in ombination with Di� hyperedges.

Consider again the learning from game play example. Suppose that the ex-

amples for the ILP algorithm are the legal moves in eah state. In this ase

the example nodes are impliit move-nodes that an be obtained by ombin-

ing expliit move information (e.g. oordinates and value of the move) with

the orresponding impliit state-node.

Note that when all possible ations are omputable from a state (as is the

ase with most board games), the hyperedges and the impliit nodes of the

KBG ould be omputed lazily. In that ase the set of all possible games an

be represented ompatly by de�ning the initial state and a funtion mapping

states to possible ations. The di�erene between a �nite database of games

and a world in whih the learner an experiment beomes entirely transparent,

o�ering an elegant method for ative learning and random sampling.

3 Representing the KBG in Prolog

In this setion we illustrate how the KBG an be desribed in Prolog for the

ase where eah objet is a partial logi program (PLP). We will use Go [18℄

as example appliation. Go, a game popular in Asia is an abstrat two-person

omplete-information deterministi board game (like Chess and Draughts).



3.1 De�ning Expliit Nodes

Eah expliit node stores a PLP (in our example the de�nition of a Go

board state) and an be de�ned by plaing the PLP between the keywords

begin expliit node(n) and end expliit node(n) (Expliit nodes are rep-

resented graphially with a double retangle).

begin_expliit_node(s0).

stone((2,5), blak).

stone((2,7), blak).

stone((3,6), blak).

stone((2,6), white).

stone((3,5), white).

end_expliit_node(s0).

s

0

3.2 De�ning Di� hyperedges

We de�ne Di� hyperedges using diff edge/3. The �rst argument is the soure

node, the seond argument the target node and the last argument spei�es �.

We an distinguish two abstration levels for de�ning �. The �rst abstration

level is diretly desribing the di�erene between objets. In this ase � spei�es

transformations on the PLP.

diff_edge(s0, s1, [+stone((1,6), blak),

-stone((2,6), white)℄).

s

1

s

0

Di�

�

In the example above � desribes whih lauses have to be added to (+)

or removed from (-) the PLP. This way of representing Di� hyperedges is very

similar to the way operators are de�ned for a STRIPS [9℄ planner.

The seond abstration level is de�ning � using ations. In the Go example,

this orresponds to storing moves instead of expliit objet di�erenes.

move(s0, s1, blak, (1,6)).

...

diff_edge(S1, S2, Delta) :-

move(S1, S2, Color, Coord),

alulate_move_effet(Color, Coord, Delta).

Note that alulate move effet/3 will in most ases depend on the ur-

rent state (i.e. the PLP assoiated with S1). This means that the knowledge base

has to expliitate S1 before using the diff edge/3 de�nition.

3.3 De�ning Comb hyperedges

Comb hyperedges an be de�ned using omb edge/3. The semantis of a Comb-

(n

1

; n

2

; n

3

) hyperedge are that the de�nitions of the PLP's assoiated with n

1

and n

2

are onatenated. In the Go example below, a move-node is de�ned by

ombining move information (e.g. the player who made the move, the move's

oordinates and evaluation sore) with a state-node.



begin_expliit_node(mi1).

player(blak).

oordinate(1,6).

sore(1.0).

end_expliit_node(mi1).

omb_edge(mi1, s0, m1).

s

0

m

1

Comb

mi

1

3.4 De�ning Examples

The example nodes (in this ase the moves) are a subset of the nodes of the

KBG (De�nition 4). We de�ne this subset using example/1.

example(m1).

example(m2).

...

4 Traversing the KBG

In order to be pratially useful, aKBG-based knowledge base should satisfy two

key properties. The �rst one is transpareny: the interfae for interating with

the knowledge base should be the same as when all examples are represented

expliitly. Transpareny implies that existing ILP systems an be adapted easily

to use a KBG-based knowledge base. The seond property is omputational

eÆieny: some loss of eÆieny when using the KBG may be unavoidable, but

it should remain limited (e.g. querying all examples should be O(N) with N the

number of nodes in the KBG).

4.1 ILP Algorithm Interfae

We all the interfae omponent between the ILP algorithm and the KBG the

example iterator. The task of the example iterator is to traverse the KBG and

expliitate the example nodes that the ILP algorithm needs to query. Most

ILP algorithms onsider di�erent subsets S of the available examples without

imposing an order on the elements of S. This means that the example iterator

an hoose an order for iterating over S. Consider for example the KBG shown

in Figure 2. The example iterator starts with the expliit node e

1

. After that, it

an move to e

2

, expliitate e

2

by applying �2 and proeed with e

3

. This means

that the sequene e

1

; e

2

; e

3

an be iterated eÆiently. A sequene like e

3

; e

2

; e

1

is less eÆient beause it is impossible to expliitate e

3

without onstruting

expl(e

2

) �rst. In Setion 4.2 we will introdue the notion of this order in a more

formal way. We onlude this setion with some remarks on how di�erent ILP

algorithms query examples.

1. Some ILP algorithms build a model by onsidering di�erent subsets of the

available examples (e.g. Progol [16℄, Tilde [2℄). Other algorithms perform
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Fig. 2. An example KBG struture.

di�erent sans over the entire knowledge base (e.g.Warmr [6℄). Algorithms

that perform full sans will exeute more eÆiently in ombination with

the KBG. Consider for example Figure 2 and suppose that the algorithm

partitions the examples in S

1

= fe

1

; e

3

g, S

2

= fe

2

; e

4

g. In this ase expl(e

2

)

has to be onstruted twie: one as intermediate result for fe

1

; e

3

g and one

for fe

2

; e

4

g. If the algorithm performs sans over the entire set fe

1

; e

2

; e

3

; e

4

g

then expl(e

2

) has to be onstruted only one.

2. Most ILP algorithms evaluate a set of queries Q on a set of examples S. This

an be implemented in two ways: exeute eah query on all examples (queries

outer loop) or exeute all queries on eah example (examples outer loop).

When used in ombination with a KBG examples outer loop algorithms are

more eÆient. This is beause the examples have to be onstruted only

one instead of one for eah query. Note that full san algorithms typially

implement the examples outer loop setting.

3. Inremental ILP algorithms an use an in�nite KBG. They aess eah

example only one. This is also true for reinforement learning [7℄. Most

other algorithms need a �nite set of examples or work with di�erent �nite

bathes of examples.

4.2 A Planning Problem

The task of the example iterator is to onstrut eah example e 2 S so that the

ILP algorithm an query it. The example iterator must traverse the KBG in a

ertain order to aomplish this (onsider again Figure 2). In the most general

ase, �nding this order orresponds to solving a planning problem. Before we

de�ne this planning problem, we introdue the notion of ative nodes.

A node n for whih expl(n) is in the main memory of the example iterator is

alled an ative node (ahed node). The example iterator an ativate a node

depending on its type.

1. An expliit node n an always be ativated (by retrieving the objet stored

in n, i.e. loading expl(n) from disk

1

).

2. An impliit node n an only be ativated if there exists a hyperedge � with n

as target node and for whih all nodes in the soure set are ative. Ativating

the node orresponds to onstruting expl(n) as de�ned by �.

The reverse ation, deativating n, orresponds to removing expl(n) from the

main memory.

1

This funtionality ould be provided by an objet oriented DBMS.
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While deativating a node an be seen as e�ortless, ativating a node n

involves a ertain ost. For expliit nodes this is the ost of loading expl(n) from

disk and for impliit nodes it is the ost of onstruting expl(n). The example

iterator should minimize this ost while performing its task. The number of

ative nodes at any given time should also be limited. This is beause the main

memory of the example iterator an only store a �nite number of objets. More

formally, it must hold that jN

A

j � max with N

A

the set of ative nodes and

max the maximum number of objets that an be stored in memory. Maintaining

memory usage an be done by deativating nodes that are no longer neessary.

We now de�ne the planning problem faed by the example iterator.

De�nition 5. (Planning problem faed by the example iterator) Given a set of

ative nodes N

A

= N

A

(0) and a set of examples S that the ILP algorithm needs

to query, �nd a sequene of ations a

i

(ativating or deativating a node n

i

) suh

that:

1. (Objetive)

P

a

i

ost(a

i

) is minimal.

2. (Memory onstraint) 8i; jN

A

(i)j � max.

3. (ILP algorithm onstraint) 8e 2 S; 9i suh that e 2 N

A

(i).

with ost(a

i

) the ost of performing a

i

as de�ned above and N

A

(i) the set of

ative nodes after performing a

i

.

Example 1. Consider the KBG shown in Figure 3. Suppose that the ILP algo-

rithm needs to query the examples S = fe

1

; e

2

g and thatmax = 3. The sequene

fativate(n

1

), ativate(n

3

), ativate(e

1

), deativate(n

3

), ativate(e

2

)g is a plan

that satis�es both the memory and the ILP algorithm onstraint. Whether or not

this plan is optimal depends on the osts assoiated with the ations. For exam-

ple if Di�

�2

implies a high ost, then fativate(n

1

), ativate(n

3

), ativate(e

1

),

deativate(n

3

), ativate(n

2

), deativate(n

1

),deativate(e

2

)g may be a heaper

solution.

The planning problem faed by the example iterator is in general NP-hard.

This an be seen by onsidering a speial instane that is equivalent with the

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). Suppose that the KBG has one expliit

node, a number of impliit nodes and that all hyperedges areDi�'s. All nodes are

examples for the ILP algorithm. Ifmax = 2 then traversingDi�

�

(n

1

; n

2

) implies

�rst ativating n

2

and afterwards deativating n

1

. In this ase the planning

problem is redued to that of �nding a minimal ost path through the KBG

while visiting all nodes one. This is a variant of TSP.



4.3 An EÆient Example Iterator

In pratie we need an algorithm that sales well in the number of nodes of

the KBG. For some spei� strutures of the KBG it is possible to solve the

planning problem eÆiently. For example, if the KBG is a set of sequenes then

the planning problem beomes trivial. For other strutures it is more diÆult.

We propose an eÆient algorithm that approximates the planning problem for a

subset of all possible KBG strutures whih we all restrited KBG strutures

(RKBG).

De�nition 6. (Restrited KBG struture). Let T 2 R

+

be a onstant. If it

holds for a ertain KBG struture and for an inreasing number of nodes N

that:

1. Ativating an expliit node an be done in time � T .

2. Ativating an impliit node n an be done in time � T if 9� 2 E that de�nes

n for whih soure(�) � N

A

.

3. For eah Comb(n

1

; n

2

; n

3

) hyperedge either expl(n

1

) or expl(n

2

) an be om-

puted (using the algorithm shown in Figure 4) in time � T . We all the or-

responding node (either n

1

or n

2

) the eÆient node of the Comb hyperedge.

then we all this KBG struture a restrited KBG struture.

De�nition 7. (Forest). A KBG is alled a forest if eah node n is the target

of at most one hyperedge.

A KBG struture that satis�es De�nition 6 an be iterated in linear O(N)

time, withN the number of nodes. One an implement suh a linear time example

iterator as follows.

1. Compute the spanning forest (De�nition 7) of the KBG. This an be done

in O(N). The KBG of Figure 3 an for example be transformed into a

forest by removing Di�

�2

. A better approximation of the planning problem

is obtained by alulating the minimal spanning forest. This an be done

using an adapted version of Prim-Jarn��k's [12℄ algorithm in O(E log N),

with E the number of hyperedges and N the number of nodes of the KBG.

Computing the spanning forest should be done only one when the knowledge

base is initialized.

2. Find the root set R of the spanning forest. The root set is the set of all

expliit nodes that are not anestors of eÆient nodes (See De�nition 6).

The root set of the KBG shown in Figure 3 is R = fn

1

g. Expliit nodes n

3

and n

4

are not in the root set beause they are eÆient nodes.

3. Repeat steps 4-6 for eah root r 2 R.

4. Ativate r and traverse the tree with root r depth-�rst. Traversing a hyper-

edge means ativating the orresponding hild node (See steps 5 and 6). A

node an be deativated after all of its hildren have been visited.

5. Traversing a Di�

�

(n

1

; n

2

) hyperedge is trivial: onstrut expl(n

2

) by apply-

ing � to expl(n

1

).



funtion expliitate(n)

if n 2 N

A

then return expl(n)

else if n 2 N

E

then

return load from disk(n)

else if 9n

1

: Di�

�

(n

1

; n) then

o1 = expliitate(n

1

); o2 = apply(�, o

1

)

deativate(n

1

); return o2

else if 9n

1

; n

2

: Comb(n

1

; n

2

; n) then

o1 = expliitate(n

1

); o2 = expliitate(n

2

); o3 = ombine(o1, o2)

deativate(n

1

); deativate(n

2

); return o3

else raise illegal kbg struture

Fig. 4. An algorithm for onstruting expl(n).

6. Traversing a Comb(n

1

; n

2

; n

3

) hyperedge is more diÆult. Suppose that n

2

is its eÆient node. Before we an ativate n

3

, we must ompute expl(n

2

).

Beause of De�nition 6, we know that this an be done eÆiently (using the

algorithm shown in Figure 4). After n

2

is ativated we an onstrut expl(n

3

)

by ombining expl(n

1

) and expl(n

2

). Afterwards, n

2

an be deativated.

Example 2. Consider again the KBG shown in Figure 3. Removing Di�

�2

re-

sults in the root set R = fn

1

g. We now illustrate steps 4-6. First, we ativate n

1

by loading it from disk. Root n

1

has two hildren: n

2

and e

1

. Suppose that the

algorithm starts by ativating n

2

. The next step is traversing the Comb hyper-

edge leading to e

2

. This is trivial beause n

4

is an expliit node. Node n

2

an be

deativated beause it has only one hild. e

2

an also be deativated (after pass-

ing expl(e

2

) to the ILP algorithm). Root n

1

has one hild left: e

1

. Ativating this

hild is analogous to ativating e

2

. The last step of the algorithm is deativating

n

1

after all its hildren have been proessed.

We end this setion with some remarks about our algorithm.

1. The number of nodes that an be ative at a given time is bounded by

the maximal tree depth d. In most pratial ases d is small ompared to

the number of nodes. Note that we should only keep internal nodes ative

that have more than one suessor: for sequenes, the algorithm deativates

eah node immediately. If the number of ative nodes grows too large (the

objets do not �t in memory), then the algorithm should deativate some

nodes. This implies that some objets have to be reonstruted whih an

inrease the omputational omplexity of the algorithm.

2. If the eÆient nodes of two Comb hyperedges share some anestors, then

these anestors are onstruted several times. If enough memory is available,

it may be better to ahe these anestors (i.e. keep them ative). It an also

be useful to keep expliit nodes ative in order to avoid loading them multiple

times.

3. Sometimes the hyperedges of the KBG an be traversed in the opposite

diretion. For a Di� hyperedge this means undoing �. In this ase it is not



neessary to keep nodes with more than one hild ative until all hildren

are proessed. This method an be ombined with destrutive updating the

objets. For some appliations it is more eÆient to hange an existing objet

than to onstrut a new objet. For example in Go it is muh more eÆient

to put one stone on an existing board than onstruting a new board with

the extra stone. Destrutive updates an only be done if the soure node

may be deativated after traversing a given hyperedge.

4. If the ILP algorithm needs to query small subsets S then it is possible that

some parts of the KBG are irrelevant. Consider for example Figure 3 and

suppose that S = fe

1

g. This implies that e

2

, n

4

and n

2

are not needed

anymore. An obvious optimization to the proposed algorithm is to start

with a step that marks all nodes (indiretly) needed by the ILP algorithm

(in the example e

1

, n

3

and n

1

). In step 4 it is then enough to onsider trees

with marked roots. When traversing these trees, unmarked hildren do not

need to be proessed.

5 Experimental evaluation

In order to evaluate our method we did some preliminary experiments on an ap-

pliation in the ontext of Go [18℄. Unlike other two-person omplete-information

deterministi games suh as Chess and Draughts, brute fore searh is not suÆ-

ient to let omputers play Go at a level omparable to human players. There-

fore, researh is neessary on more intelligent methods. One of suh is to learn

heuristis in order to solve loal problems more eÆiently. In [18℄ we applied the

Tilde [2, 4℄ system (a �rst order deision tree indution system) to a set of loal

problems to learn a heuristi that an be used in an alpha-beta searh to order

moves and hene improve pruning of bad moves. In [18℄ we only predited the

�rst move that should be done in a problem. Further researh now fouses on

integrating the Tilde system and the searh algorithm to learn better heuris-

tis. The searh algorithm �rst solves a problem, and all the nodes it visits are

logged. Afterwards, heuristis are learned to optimize the searh proess.

From the log generated by the searh algorithm we an onstrut a KBG as

shown in Figure 5. The bakbone of this KBG is formed by the states visited

by the alpha-beta searh (state-nodes s

i

onneted with Di� hyperedges).

The searh algorithm uses an iterative deepening method. In eah iteration

a number of states are expanded further, i.e. more nodes of the subtree under

that node are investigated. Hene eah state-node of the tree is expanded one or

more times. A node expand node in the KBG an be onstruted by ombining

a state-node with a node expand info node. This node expand info node ontains

information spei� to a partiular visit of the algorithm to the orresponding

state-node, suh as the amount of time spent and the depth to whih this node

was expanded. In eah visit a set of andidate moves is investigated. This intro-

dues a third kind of impliit nodes in the KBG: the move-nodes. A move-node

is de�ned by ombining a node expand node and a move info node that ontains

the oordinates of the move, the value of the move that was alulated during
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Fig. 5. The KBG for the Go appliation.

this partiular node expansion, a measure for the diÆulty to �nd an aurate

estimate of the value of the move, et.

We have implemented a KBG in the knowledge base of the ILP system ACE

[4℄ (whih inludes Tilde). For the Go appliation, the example iterator does

not ahe objets at internal nodes of the KBG trees. Instead it uses destrutive

updating of the Go states as disussed in Setion 4.3. The example iterator loads

all objets assoiated with expliit nodes in main memory during initialization.

Our urrent implementation does not have a ahing strategy for on-demand

loading. It does not inlude support for manipulating PLP's either. Instead,

we use an appliation spei� library

2

written in C++ designed to eÆiently

represent and manipulate Go states.

Table 1 shows a omparison between the ompat (i.e. using the KBG de-

sribed above) and full (all board states are represented expliitly

3

) representa-

tion of the Go knowledge base. Eah row orresponds to a single experiment for

whih the knowledge base was obtained by hanging parameters (max number

of nodes to visit, minimal depth of the searh that is logged) of the searh algo-

rithm. The �rst olumn ontains the number of moves (i.e. examples). The other

olumns ontain the sizes of the knowledge base on disk and the runtime of the

Tilde system. We measured runtimes using the Query paks [4℄ and the queries

outer loop setting of Tilde. Query paks is an optimized version of examples

outer loop (Setion 4.1).

When using the Query pak

4

mehanism, the di�erenes in runtime between

the experiments on the ompat and full representation are minimal (even diÆ-

ult to measure). We also tried the less eÆient query outer loop setting (Se-

tion 4.1), where the ILP system iterates for eah andidate query over all exam-

ples. As this approah needs more omputational e�ort of the example iterator,

the experiments on the ompatly represented knowledge base are slightly slower.

In the last row of the table, larger overhead ours (6% resp. 10%). This overhead

2

Available for aademi purposes upon request.

3

If more than one move is explored for a given board state, then this state is not

repliated for eah move.

4

The Query pak experiments run eÆient beause the Query paks have a long root

and a high branhing fator in this appliation. Query paks are also pre-ompiled.



# moves Size Query paks Queries outer loop

Full Compat Full Compat Full Compat

1269 634 153 4.1� 11.9 12.1 -2% 864 840 3%

2795 1580 369 4.3� 17.9 17.5 2% 1270 1250 2%

5669 4047 845 4.8� 52.9 52.7 0% 5180 5110 1%

9384 9668 1919 5.0� 28.2 28.1 0% 793 788 1%

14549 21776 4173 5.2� 59.6 59.6 0% 1200 1190 1%

172411 194098 37925 5.1� 288.0 272.0 6% 3840 3490 10%

Table 1. Comparison between the ompat and full representation of the Go knowledge

base. We report the size (in Kb) of the knowledge base on disk and the runtime (in

seonds) of the Tilde system (Query paks [4℄ and queries outer loop).

is introdued by the sampling method of Tilde (Tilde uses samples of 1000

moves at eah node of the deision tree). If Tilde queries only a small subset of

states in the KBG then the overhead will inrease beause intermediate states

have to be onstruted in the ompat representation without being used.

On the other hand one an see that the ompatly represented knowledge

bases are a fator of magnitude smaller than the full knowledge bases. The

redution is about 4� for small experiments and inreases to about 5� for larger

ones. The fator inreases beause the KBG's of larger experiments have more

impliit state-nodes (i.e. nodes of the searh tree) ompared to the number of

stored initial states.

Our experiments demonstrate that it is possible to obtain a signi�ant redu-

tion in memory onsumption at virtually no extra omputational ost by using

a KBG-based knowledge base for Go. For other appliations, where states are

more omplex (in Go, board states are represented very eÆiently using only

2 bits for eah �eld), we expet larger redutions in memory onsumption. Be-

ause we use an appliation spei� library for manipulating Go states Di� and

Comb operations are very eÆient. If we use PLP's we an expet that these

operations will be more omplex, yielding a larger overhead. For large knowl-

edge bases, the time neessary for loading objets may be larger than the time

neessary for onstruting them. If this is the ase then it is possible that the

runtime atually dereases when using a KBG.

5

6 Conlusions

In many appliations, knowledge bases for ILP algorithms store redundant in-

formation. Typial examples are learning from episodes where onseutive states

of a world have to be stored, and learning from objets omposed from elemen-

tary strutures. In this paper we introdued a formalism, the knowledge base

graph (KBG), whih is able to represent examples impliitly in terms of other

5

The time for loading the knowledge base was not inluded in the reported runtimes.



strutures. Using this formalism, it is possible to remove most of the redundany

from the knowledge base.

Most ILP systems an be adapted easily to work with a KBG. In order

to aomplish this we introdued an interfae between the ILP system and the

knowledge base: the example iterator. The example iterator has to iterate the

examples stored in the KBG in an optimal order. This orresponds to an NP-

hard planning problem for whih we propose an eÆient approximation that an

iterate the examples in linear time (for the ase of a restrited KBG).

We evaluated our method in the ontext of learning a Go heuristi. For this

appliation it is possible to obtain a signi�ant redution in memory onsumption

(up to 5�) at virtually no extra omputational ost (� 10%). We also briey

disussed how we expet these results to generalise to other appliations.

Further work inludes more experiments with other knowledge bases. The

�rst thing we would like to investigate is knowledge bases that store partial

logi programs (PLP's). In order to manipulate PLP's eÆiently it would be

good to have speial support from the Prolog engine. Furthermore, we would

like to look at knowledge bases that are lazily sampled from the whole example

spae. For some appliations (e.g. knowledge bases storing moleules) it is less

obvious how to deompose strutured objets. For these types of appliations, it

would be interesting to have a system that ould separate ommon substrutures

automatially. Suh a system is perhaps more generally appliable for optimizing

the ompilation of a knowledge base.
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